Can you imagine, that 97% of people buy flowers at the last moment?
That's why florists buy too many flowers.
And flowers die, and about 50% are thrown away.
So prices are 3 times higher.
But we came up with a simple and affordable way to order bouquets in advance.
_________________
Imagine that you combine Google Calendar with important days like anniversaries and Uber
for flowers.
• No extensive searching.
• No missing any dates.
• No headache and no matter in which country or city you are.
It's like having your personal florist in your phone.
Only one button to confirm on the right date.
________________________
What clients will get?
Men stay heroes, because they are always ready and attentive.
Women got an instrument to control dates and occasions.
Companies can recognize employees, even in remote offices.

Florists can manage stock and get orders, even is they have no store.

Onboarding is very simple — several questions and you have a flower schedule for the
year.
_________________
We are not florists. Not a delivery company. We will connect clients and suppliers, using
our application.
Mobile app will be free and average price for your personalize bouquet with delivery is
about 35 EUR
Now we work in Estonia and you can do order in out site ZenFower.eu
_________________________
Now we are completing the development of the application and starting testing it.
At that moment, when a large number of people will make orders through it, this will
make the prices profitable, and will reduce waste.
During Prototron we are looking for angel investments in the amount of 50,000 euros to
automate processes, complete the application, grow in Estonia and enter the UK. We will be
hiring two more team members in UK and Estonia. This is a lot of money even for us now,
but we figured out how we can get closer to the rigth amount in small steps.

We invite you to donate our Fundwise campaign.
You will help us complete the work on the application and will be able to place an order
for a bouquet at a favorable price, because the earlier we place an order, the more
profitable it is.

Make a contribution of 25 euros now and place an order for a bouquet created especially
for you with delivery by February 14 or March 8.

You can make an order for your mom or friend in all of Estonia. The number of bouquets is
not limited, but the campaign will close on 28 january!
For this donate 25 eur in a Fundwise platform and create order in our website with
comment FUNDWISE DONATION here https://zenflower.eu/smartflower_eng
Of course, feel free to make any size donation if you want.
We will also send you a message about the start of the application and invite you to be the
first real users.
Let's order flowers wisely!
Every flower matters.
With love and thanks for all your faith in us and help, Vera Zemscova

